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FORMAT:
Possibility Meeting Format with whole group
Duration:

PURPOSE:
Empower people to immediately sourcing spontaneous new actions.

SETUP:

INTRO / BACKGROUND:

INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:
Swarm Source brings you through three phases.
In Phase 1 you spit your mind out on the table. All of it. Your issues, concerns,
opportunities, conflicts, confusions, secret talents, and farfetched plans.
When your thought worms lay documented before you Phase 2 begins. The infobits
wake up and seem to gain a life of their own. Your familiar logic clumps dissolve and
swirl around, spinning out pieces here and there that grow bigger or smaller, then
rejoin in a new configuration, just like a swarm.
At first you fear that the situation has gotten out of control. This turns out to be the
whole point. The information is not yours anymore. But it is yours. It is simply taking
on unexpected relationships within itself that were not permitted while the information
was all inside your mind.
Your nonlinear field intelligence is now free to interact with the force of evolution, like
primordial cells conglomerating into strange but completely natural formations. Right
before your eyes, relevancies transform. What seemed to be the most important
suddenly vanishes. New information takes its place. The process breathes, like a
living tide. First in, then out, then in, then out again.
Quietly Phase 3 starts: the distillation. Everything unnecessary falls away. The
clarification reveals a new thoughtmap for thinking in your world. It's a distinction
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taking shape. One (or perhaps two) change initiatives emerge, custom designed to
effectively achieve the goals you originally set. It is probably something you never
thought of before. The empowerment jumps off the table and lands back inside your
mind, immediately sourcing spontaneous new actions. The world works differently
after Swarm Source.

DEBRIEF:
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